transformation of a warehouse in offices

transformation d’un magasin de stockage en bureaux
prefabricated wooden panels
offices
warehouse
opening patios

TRANSFORMATION
SHARE SCHEMES
LONGITUDINAL SECTION
COUPE LONGITUDINALE
Located in the outskirts near Paris, the conversion of this 1800m² former storage facility completes a long term reflection with management and users on the complete redevelopment of the premises allowing the company to welcome its subsidiaries on a site location strategically situated nearby the historic head office.

Favoring a playful and warm atmosphere, offices and meeting rooms are made of structural wooden panels. Prefabrication through digital machining of these elements enabled rapid implementation on site without the need for lifting equipment.

Acoustically treated, they structure the space without partitioning it in order to let natural light into the depth of the volume and answer technical constraints: networks, smoke control and free cooling.

Cut from the mass of the volume of the old storage room, the patios provide controlled natural light. Blurring the frontier between outdoor and indoor spaces, they offer a framing of the sky and highlight the depth and intimacy between open office spaces.
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